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ABSTRA(]T 
A simple algorithm is presented for computing the numerical radius of a complex 
matrix. It is based on the power method for finding the maximum odulus eigenv',due 
of a tlermitian matrix. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let A ~ C "x" be an n X n matrix whose entries are complex numbers. 
Then the field of values F(A) is the set of complex numbers 
F(A)  = {z*az :z  ~ C" ,z*z  = 1}, (t.]) 
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate transpose. A detailed study 
()f the field of values of a matrix is given in Chapter 1 of Horn and Johnson 
[6]. In particular, tile field of values is a compact convex set, and can give 
infbr,nation about the matrix analogous to that given by the Sl~ctrum, or set 
of eigenvalues. The size of the field of values is also of interest, and can be 
measured by the radius of the smallest circle centered at the origin which 
contains this set. This is the so-called numerical radius, which may be defined 
fbr any A ~ C "x" by 
r(a) = max{Iwl :w ~ F(A)}. (1.2) 
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Many basic properties of the nuinerical radius are "also derived in [5], and in 
particular it is shown that it is a vector norm on matrices, which is not a 
matrix norm. Applications of the numerical radius and other results are given 
in [1], [3], and [4]. The purpose of this paper is to supplement the large body 
of theory concerned with the numerical radius by considering its numerical 
calculation. A simple yet effective algorithm is presented, and its application 
is illustrated by some numerical results. 
2. NUMERICAL METHODS 
It is shown by Mathias [7] that the numerical radius satisfies 
Z6 tl,, A*  " 
where It,, is the set of all n × n Hermitian matrices. Theretore, in theou the 
numerical radius can be computed using an algorithm analogous to that due 
to Overton [8, 9] for minimizing the maximum eigenvalue of a symmetric 
matrix. Because this miniinization problem is normally nondifferentiable, the 
computational process is not straighttbrward, particularly when n is large. By 
contrast, the methods derived here are relatively simple, being based on the 
power method for calculating the largest eigenvalue (in modulus) of a 
Hermitian matrix, and therefore consisting mainly of matrix-vector multiplica- 
tions. Of cnlcial importance is the following theorem, which gives conditions 
which are satisfied by the numerical radius. It is assumed throughout the 
paper that for any z e C", the function w is defined by 
w = z*Az, 
although the dependence on z will not be shown explicitly. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ be the largest possible value of y such that z e C" 
exists satisfying z*z = l and 
wA*z + F~Az = yz ,  (2.1) 
where the bar denotes the comph, x conjuRate. Then r (A)  = V/-~/2 .
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Pro¢¢. The problem of calculating the numerical radius is clearly equiva- 
lent to the optimization problem 
mtucimize f ( z )  
\V l l t~r (  ' 
subject to z*z = 1. (2.2) 
. t=  I,rl :. 
Writing z = x + iy, where x ~ IR", y ~ R", (2.0) can b¢' interpreted as a real 
optimization problem with 2n variables, the components ¢d'x and y. l,etting 
V f denote the vector of partial derivatives of .f with ,esi)ec't to the 
components of x (and similarly with y). it is rt'adilv seen that 
VJ  = 2 i:~e tcR.  
V!,f = - 2 hn u:b. 
\V} 1 C F( ' 
a = Az  + ,a.r~, 
b = Az  - Ar~,. 
and Re and Im denote the real and ima~cinar) parts respectively. It follows 
from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (see. for cxamph', [2]) that a m'ct 'ssan 
condition for a solution to (2.2) is that there exists y ~ R such that 
Re u'R = T F~e z. 
- lmtvb  = ? Imz .  
( 'ombining these equations Rives (2.1). Finally, premultipl.xinR (2. L) by z* and 
using the constraint of (2.2) gives 
~, = 21tel e, 
and the result tollows. 
Now let 
i7 = I,,:le'". 12.:3) 
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Then (2.1) gives 
H(O)z = Az, (2.4) 
where 
H( O) = ½(e'°A + e-~°A*), 
and 
3' 
A= - -  = lw l .  
21wl 
It follows (see "also [6, p. 41]) that 
r (A )= max Xmax n(0) ,  (2.5) 
0~ 0 < 2',r 
where ~max denotes the largest eigenvalue of the Ilermitian matrix H(O). 
This can also be established as a consequence of the following stronger esult 
concerning stationary points of the maximization problem on the right hand 
side of (2.5). 
TIIEOREM 2. Let 0 be a stationary point of h(O)= A ..... (H(O)) in 
[0, 2~'). Then there exists an eigenvector z corresponding to the largest 
eigenvalue of H( O ) which (properly normalized) is a solution to (2.1). 
Proof. For given 0, let the maximum eigenvalue of H(O) be A, with 
multiplicity k, and let Z ~ C "xk be a set of orthonormalized igenvectors. 
Thus 
H(0)Z  = *Z, (2.6) 
with Z*Z = I k. A necessary condition for 0 to be a stationary point of h(O) is 
that there exists a k × k Hermitian, positive semidefinite matrix T, with 
tr T = 1, such that 
tr[ TZ*H'( O )Z] = O, 
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect o 0. This is just the 
complex analogue of the result given in Overton [8], for example, for tile real 
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argtr(TZ*AZ)equals 0 or 0 + 7r. 
Assuming the tbrmer (the second possibility' involves only a change of sigu). 
then from (2.6) there exists T such that 
tr(TZ*A*Z) AZ + tr(TZ*AZ) A*Z = TZ. (2.7) 
Now let T have the singular value decomposition 
k 
7= E 
j=  1 
where vj are the singular vectors, and where the singular values tr l sum to 1. 
Then, using the convexity of the field of values, 
k 
tr(TZ*AZ) = E %v*Z*AZvj 
.j= I 
= a*Z*AZot, 
for some et ~ C" with et*a = 1. Now let z = Za, so that z is a correctly 
nornralized eigenvector of H(O)corresponding to A. Then it follows from 
(2.7) that (2.1) is satisfied fbr this z. • 
In fact, becansc 
H(O + = -H(O) .  
it is a consequence of (2.5) that 
r (A )  = ,,lax IA .... tt(0)1. (2.8) 
0~< 0< "rr 
Based on (2.8), a method for finding solutions to (2.1) can be derived. It 
simply chooses a sequence of v~dues of O, and systematically increases the 
maximum modulus eigenv'alue as follows. 
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ITERATION SCIIEME ]. 
1. Let 0 k ~ [0,27r). 
2. F ind [A ...... H(0k)] = I&l, say, and let 
H(0k)z  k = Akzk, 
3. Define 0k+ l = arg wk, where w k 
THEOREM 3. 
z~z  k = 1. 
= z~ Az k. 
For the sequence generated by Iteration Schenue 1, 
I,~+ 11 >/IX~l. 
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(2.9) 
Also 
Pro@ 
= ½(e'°,*,z~Az, +e-'°,-,z~A'zk) 
= l ( Iwk l  + Iwkl) 
= Iw~l. 
IXkl=1½(e'°'z~Az~ + e-'°'z~A*zk)l 
-< ~(Iwkl + 
= Iwkl. 
The result is proved. • 
COI~OI,LARY. Limit points of the sequence {z k} satisfy (2.1). 
Proof. Theorem 3 shows that Iteration Scheme 1 produces an increasing 
sequence of values of lA k l, which is bounded above and therefore convergent. 
Let I,~kl --' I,~1, say. Going to a subsequence if necessary, let z k --* z, O k ~ 0. 
Then 0 --- arg ~,  where z*Az = w, and so (2.1) is satisfied. • 
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REMARK. It d(~s not tbllow that r (A)= [Ah since convergem~e may 
have occurred to a local solution of (2.2). 
Step 2 of Iteration Scheme 1 involves the calculation of the m;~mum 
modulus eigenvalue of H(O k), and the power method would normally apply 
to this calculation. In practice, therefore, we would have for j = 0, 1 . . . .  
y</' = H(0k)z~ i>, 
z~j* l~  = ot ( J )v iy~ + " 
with a ~j> chosen at each step so that z~: ' l~ is correcth" normalized. Consi<h,r 
a modified method that carries out just one step of the power metho<t at each 
iteration, ruth initial approximation z~ c~ = zt_ 1, the calculated eigemcctor 
from the previous iteration. Then. dropping superscripts, we can write 
Y = l l (Ok)z~. - I ,  
or 
TkZk  = tCk - IA*Zk  - l + ~k  IAz~ 1" (2.10) 
where 7~ is chosen so that z k is correctly normalized. In this east,, therefore. 
we just have simple iteration (with renormalization) applied to ('2.1). \ 
modified iteration scheme that takes advantage of this fact is as follows: 
I'I'EI~ATI()N SCrlEME 9. 
1. Letz~_~ ~ C" ,z~_ lzk  I = 1. 
9. l)efine z k, z~.z k = 1 by (2.10) if Itckl/> lick tl- Otherwise, let O~ = 
arg wk- l, and define z k by (2.9). 
('learly this iteration will also converge to at le~Lst a local solution of (2.2). 
However, if" simple iteration applied to (9.1) is a convergent process, then 
fewer power method steps will normally he required. To illustrate, consider 
the 2 × 2 example generated by the Fortran random nmnher generator 
RAND: 
0.968071 + 0.066731i 0.478281 + 0.909534i ]
A = [0.351692 + 0.932534i 0.654436 + 0.021070i ' (2.11) 
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TABLE 1 
RESULTS FOR (2.11) 
Starting point Initial Iwl No. of iterations Final Iwl 0 
( 1.0,i ) 0.829707 6 1.57220 2.48507 
(3.0 + 4 i . -  2.0 - 3i) 0.947826 5 0.966078 1.13415 
( - 2 .3 i  ,4.0 - i ) 0.868437 5 1.57220 2.48507 
(3.0 - 2.0i,- 3.0) 1..16846 5 1.57220 2.48507 
In this case it is readily established that the fimetion IA ..... H(0)I has four 
stationary,, points in [0, rr), with two local maxima, at 0 = 1.13487 with 
l a.m,~l = 0.966076, and at 0 = 2.485007 with la ..... [ = 1.57220. Theretbre, 
r(A) = 1.57220. Table 1 shows the application of Iteration Scheme 2 from 
some different starting points (all correctly normalized). The iteration was 
terminated when consecutive values of Iwi differed by less than 10 -5. It is 
interesting that the method always used just one power method step; in other 
words, simple iteration applied to ('2.1) was ahvays convergent. The same was 
true tbr other starting points used. 
3. A TWO PHASE METHOD 
Because convergence is possible to a local solution of (2.2), there is of 
course no guarantee that the numerical radius ~ill be calculated by the 
methods of the previous ection. Clearly, the initial approximation is of great 
importance, and one way of ensuring that a good starting point is used is to 
incorporate a first phase that determines an approximate value of r(A) by 
finding Ih ...... H(0)I for a discrete set of points in [0, rr). Since the approxi- 
mate size of the largest eigenvalue is the crucial matter, good accuracy is not 
necessaff, and only a few power method steps art, likely to be required for 
each value of 0. The actual numbers involved are likely to depend on the 
relative values of the computed approximations. 
Some experiments were carried out with a procedure that simply replaced 
[0, rr) by 10 equispaeed values, and applied three steps of the power method 
starting from the previous best approximation (with a randomly generated 
approximation ibr the first vaJue of 0) to give 1~ ...... 1, an approximation to 
IA .... H(0)[. These parameters are of course somewhat arbitrao,, and for 
example there may be times when it could be appropriate to taro' out more 
iterations, at least for the first value of 0. Table 2 shows the results which are 
obtained for the matrix in (2.11), and would suggest starting the second phase 
with a vector z corresponding to 0 = 0.87r. This will certainly result in 
convergence of Iteration Scheme 2 to the numerical radius. 
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TABLE 2 
APPROXIMATE VAI.UES OF IA ..... H(0)I FOR (2.11) 
100/rr I~,~1 
0 1.25 
1 0.93 
2 0.84 
3 0.95 
4 O.95 
5 0.88 
6 0.72 
7 O.78 
8 1.57 
9 1.48 
This approach was used to c;dculate the numerical radius of a mnnber of 
randomly generated complex matrices. In 'all cases, tile above diseretiz~tion 
scheme was perfectly satisfactory, and enabled a good starting point to be 
easily obtained. In addition, simple iteration applicd to (2.1) always generated 
an increasing sequence of values of Iwl that converged rapidly, so that furttler 
iterations of the power method were never actually required. Attempts to give 
an analysis of the simple iteration process which explains this phenomenon 
have so far been unsuccessfill. 
Finally, to illustrate tor a larger problem, Table 3 ~ves results analogous 
to those of Table 2 for the case n = 40, again generated randomly. For this 
case, three further iterations were required to obtain tit(' numerical radius as 
28.7119, with 0 = 2.349492. 
TABLE 3 
APPROXIMATE \'~tLUES OF Amt,, tt(0)[, ~ = 40 
loo/~- IX . . . . .  I 
0 20.24 
1 13 .O5 
2 4.99 
3 5.22, 
,t 13.38 
5 20.51 
6 '2,5.69 
7 28.39 
8 28.3:3 
9 25.52 
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